Audit Advanced Staff Accountant
Firley, Moran, Freer & Eassa, CPA, P.C. is proud to be one of the leading certified public accounting firms in
CNY. We take great pride in our Firm and its rich tradition spanning over 40 years and understand that our
success begins with our team of exceptional professionals and our strong "results oriented" approach to
service. We are dedicated to our clients and community, and serve locally and nationwide providing audit,
accounting, tax and management consulting services. Our clients include construction contractors, credit
unions, energy (independent power producers), professional service organizations (physicians and
lawyers), manufacturers, and wholesalers and distributors. Our Firm is a proud member of the RSM US
Alliance (since 1992) which allows us to tap into national and international experts, quality education and
technical resources.
Location: Syracuse, New York
We continue to experience growth in all areas of our practice and as a result seek to hire an Audit
Advanced Staff Accountant to join our Firm. Working for a public accounting firm can be demanding, but if
you work with the right people…that makes all the difference in the world. If you are ready for a new
challenge and interested in creating your own career path, this is the opportunity for you.

Responsibilities:


Works independently under general supervision to complete and properly document assigned audit
program steps, makes recommendations within scope of responsibilities.



Uses problem solving and analytical skills to interpret and evaluate information and properly
documents client’s explanations.



Exhibits an understanding and application of the risk based audit approach and related assertions.



Exhibits an understanding of the interrelationship of accounts within transaction cycles and
appropriately applies audit procedures.



Develops an understanding of the complete audit cycle from planning to deliverables, and executes
appropriate methodologies and audit procedures.



Communicates with direct supervisor regarding assignments/task status and any potential issues.



Continuously applies and builds on prior learning for development; seeks and identifies opportunities
for developing efficiencies in audit work.



Provides appropriate on-the-job training to Staff Accountants.



Applies an appropriate level of professional skepticism in performing audit procedures.

Requirements:
Qualified candidates must possess a Bachelor degree in Accounting/with 150 credit hours to satisfy CPA
license requirements or an MBA or Master’s degree. CPA license is a plus or candidate must be actively
preparing to pass the CPA examination. Qualified candidates should possess excellent communication
skills, self-confidence, and be self-motivated. Must be conscientious, detailed-oriented and have excellent
analytical and organizational skills.
There is a difference among public accounting firms. We invite you to experience it firsthand!
To Apply:
If you enjoy a challenge, possess the ability to learn quickly and take initiative, and want to contribute to the
growth of new initiatives, please submit your resume and salary requirements to careers@fmfecpa.com.
All candidate inquires will be kept highly confidential
For more information, visit our FMF&E website - www.fmfecpa.com
Firley, Moran, Freer & Eassa is an equal opportunity employer

